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Whether you play WoW or another MMORPG online game, you 
know just how many buttons you need to press. This top-notch 
gaming mouse is designed for the most sophisticated users. 
With its 17 MMO-tuned customizable buttons, adjustable weights 
and accurate optical sensor, it is really comfortable and 
lightweight, and has plenty of features. And it can be fully 
customized using Canyon Gaming software that meets all latest 
requirements.

features

17 MMO-tuned buttons

Custom-color RGB lighting

Twin surface coating technology

Onboard memory profile

Weight adjustment system

High accuracy PIXART 3325 sensor

Switching DPI from 1200 to 10000

1-Millisecond Report Rate

Full customisation using software

Braided cable with ferrite filter

Polling rate: 125-250-500-1000Hz

3 sets of thumb buttons (3/6/12) included

Durability: 10 mln clicks 

Adjustable weight control:

removable 20g (4х5g)
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on-the-fly tuning

Slow down and speed up your character in a gaming space, as 
a game flow requires! Due to the high-precision sensor PIXART 
3325, you can quickly switch between 1200-2400-3600-4800-
6000-10000 DPI. The driver of the mouse also allows to choose 
 any private value of DPI

Highly precise 1:1 movement

SGM9 mouse is built for high gaming speed, its report rate is 1 ms 
which is up up to 8x faster than standard mice. Report rate is 
adjustable between 125, 250, 500 and 1000 Hz, it helps to deliver 
optimum precision during FPS gaming sessions.

Canyon Twin Surface
coating technology 

Another original feature created by Canyon 
team is Twin Surface – double rubberized 
coating, which provides durability, comfortable 
and secure grip and prevents from fingerprints 
on the surface.

Accurate responsive
optical sensor

Hi quality optical PIXART 3325 sensor provides 
excellent gaming experience with the features of 
high speed & resolution to fulfill gamers need. 

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT
CONTROL

Customize your mouse using 
removable 20 g (4 x 5g) extra weights 

for a personalized feel and control.

Onboard memory
profiles 

Using the built-in memory module, you can 
save your gamer profile and transfer all your 

custom settings to any computer.

full customization

Totally unlimited opportunities for personal settings for the game of any 
genre. Full customization of the mouse allows you to create a player 

profile, assign macros, change button assignments, response rate, 
DPI. The victory is guaranteed in any game with any character!

12 MMO PANEL

Get the easy access to all 12 primary MMO buttons 
under your thumb. MMO buttons can be 
programmed to in-game macros or as complex 
actions, in order to perform a certain action in game.

BRAIDED CABLE 
WITH FERRITE FILTER

Enjoy maximum precision and play 
without interruptions! The ferrite filter 
suppresses all possible electrical 
noise and helps to reach maximum 
efficiency and sharpness. 


